BIBLIOGRAPHY
The following bibliography contains a comprehensive representative
list of periodicals, books and source materials dealing with modern
Turkey and published during this period. Practically all works included
deal with the past fifteen years although some few are named which
deal with previous history, rewritten somewhat from the contemporary
viewpoint. The author, as compiler, has adopted the plan of classify-
ing books according to whether they fall within the three periods,
19084914, 1915-1918, 1919-1923, since it has become apparent to him
that a writer's observations have been usually colored by the date of his
labors.
The references are confined to works in the English, French, German,
and Italian languages. Most books dealing with military campaigns,
and atrocities or other one-sided propaganda, have been excluded.
For a good, brief, general bibliography without respect to dates,
the annual Statesman's Yearbook is distinctly useful. A valuable
record of books dealing with Turkey published prior to 1910 appears
in the excellent publication of the New York Public Library, cited in
the list of bibliographical sources. This last mentioned section (biblio-
graphical sources) contains both works dealing with the earlier period
of Turkish history and references to further Bibliographies which may
interest the serious student.
In connection with certain books the compiler has made personal
comments, not with an idea of undervaluing unannotated works but
merely to guide the reader who may feel that he is overwhelmed by
the voluminous literature which has been brought to his attention.
PERIODICALS
The following periodicals are among those which have frequently
printed valuable articles about modern Turkey:
Published in America: American Journal of International Law,
Asia, Christian Science Monitor, Commerce Reports, Commercial and
Financial Chronicle, Congregationalist, Current History, Foreign
Affairs, Geographical Review, Independent, International Conciliation,
International Interpreter, International Jearlook, Journal of Internet
tional Relations* (succeeding Journal of Race Development*), Literary
Digest, Moslem World, Nation, New Armenia, New Near East, New
Republic, New JorJc Times, Our World, Reviews of Reviews, Time,
World's Work
Published in England: Annual Register, Asiatic Review, Balkan
Review*, Contemporary Review, Corporation of Foreign Bondholders
(annual reports), Economic Review of the Foreign Press, Foreign

